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Theories of evolution: 

Lamarck’s theory: (not used anymore) 

• Lamarck is a French biologist (1744-1829) 

• Lamarck’s theory of evolution is whatever organism’s acquired characteristics for survival 

this change will be automatically transfers to their offspring. 

• this theory is proven to be incorrect because: 

• parents who have had their appendix cut out still have children that have the appendix 

• a parents intelligence rant pass down directly to their kids 

Darwin's theory: (used today) 

• Charles Darwin (1809-1882) 

• Darwin’s theory is that the organism best suited for the environment had a better chance of 

living while the others of the same species but don’t have the chartreuses will die off. 

• Survival of the fittest/Natural selections: in which the environment affects which type of 

species are able to survive due to their characteristic 

• These characteristics are called Adaptations and give the species a better chance of survival 

in their environment. 

• e.g.: 

• giraffe ancestors have short necks 

• by chance some of these giraffe grow longer necks and are able to feed on high branches 

(short necked will die) 

• over many generation their necks get longer as the produce more fertile (able to make ba-

bies) offspring’s 

• the ones with the shorter necks will die off and that characteristic will die off or become 

more recessive 

The Biblical theory: (used before the 18th century) 

• God created everything in the universe  in 6, 24hrs day and rested on the seventh day 

•  
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How evolution occurs: 

• in order of evolution to occur a positive mutation must occur for the new genes to be pro-

duced and a long period of time for many of these positive mutation to occur 

• these mutation must allow their offspring’s to reproduce to pass on the new gene 

How species survive and change: 

• In order of a species to change a change in their DNA must occur (mutation) this change 

must allow the species to reproduce and not suffer any damages in the long run (most mutations are 

fatal or negative) 

• A specie produces more offspring’s that can possible survive ( survival of the fittest) 

• Species with the best characteristics for the environment will survive and pass on their char-

acterise to their offspring’s BUT if the environment changes or none of the species have a characteris-

tic for that environment that species may become extinct. 

• If a group of species become isolated from the rest of the group into a new environment. the 

isolated group may change or develop new characteristics through natural selection and become a 

totally new specie 

 

 

Evidence of evolution: 

• If a group of species have come from the same ancestor will have some shared features. 

• Structure: 

• A example of this is the tetrapods (four legged vertebrates [animals with internal bones] ) 

forelimb 

• this forelimb has similar structure in to each other even though they are used differently 

• this similar structure is called Homologous structure 

• Homologous Structure: a structure of patter that appears in various organisms because they 

share a common ancestor but is changed for differently use 

Comparative Anatomy: 

• to compare vertebrate embryos ( early development of a baby) 

• some evidence of this is that most embryos look very similar 

e.g.: 
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•  the embryos all have gill slits (even though that spices uses lungs later on when 

devolved 

• they have a tail 

• when the Embryos grow older the changes become more obvious 

e.g.: 

• mammals don’t use gills have flesh covering that area and it will soon disappear 

• this similarity of embryos is used to suggest that we have evolved from a common ancestor 

An old earth: 

• For the theory of evolution (Darwin’s theory) to happen it requires a "old" earth 

• by using fossils and radioactive dating of rocks( e.g. carbon dating) have dated the world to 

around 4.5 billion years old 

• the geological time scale is separate the earth's time into: Era, Period and the types of plants 

and animals that existed in that time slot 

Formation of fossils: 

• fossils are remains or any traces of living organisms in rock 

• fossils are used to show how organisms looked like in the past and changes that has hap-

pened 

• this is base on because sedimentary rocks are in layers with the oldest being at the bottom 

of the layer 

• fossils are used to determine the type of environment during that time and possible climate 

of the area 

Creation of fossils: 

• Quick burial: the organism must  be buried  quickly to avoid be destroy by preda-

tors 

• Prevention of decay:  the burial must stop any decomposers  to access the body al-

so there has to be no oxygen present 

• Organism lies undisturbed: the organism will so become part of the rocks as the 

rocks sediment and compact together after millions of years the biological chemi-

cals are slowly taken over by rocks forming the fossils. 

• Transitional fossils: fossils that show a change of a species from one group to another  

 


